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ABSTRACT

The COVID-19 pandemic has shown our country in an unfavorable light, as Brazil has reported the second highest number of deaths to date. When the social isolation phase is finished, professional activities (including the medical ones) will resume their routines and the specialist must be updated in order to provide effective and safe care. Although many published recommendations are based on low levels of evidence, disclosing them has become necessary, since the coronavirus infection may affect operative outcomes. Overall, it is suggested that physicians adopt preventive measures, starting with the medical appointment, and extending them to the surgical procedure. Furthermore, it is also necessary to provisionally change criteria for operative indications and conducts. Currently, postponing elective surgeries seems to be a universally agreed decision. Moreover, we need to establish the early diagnosis of the viral infection, before or after the surgery. Several safety measures related to minimally-invasive procedures have been reported, disclosing the risks of aerosol dissemination by the pneumoperitoneum and smoke from energy-powered devices. The present article aimed to bring to the colorectal surgeon the current recommendations and general safety measures in order to prevent infection dissemination, to improve surgical planning in terms of timing and specific technical aspects.

© 2020 Sociedade Brasileira de Coloproctologia. Published by Elsevier Editora Ltda. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

Recomendações gerais ao coloproctologista durante a pandemia do COVID-19

RESUMO

A pandemia pelo COVID-19 colocou o Brasil hoje numa situação de destaque negativo, porque somos o segundo país com maior número de casos no mundo. Ao finalizarmos o período de afastamento social, as atividades profissionais, incluindo as médicas, serão
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restablished, and the specialist necessitates to be reassured to confirm the best level of work, in a safe manner. Despite many recommendations that are based on opinions and studies with no weight of evidence, the dissemination of this moment is necessary, once that the infection by the coronavirus affects the surgical procedures. Due to general terms, the medical team must assume preventive measures from the moment onwards that an agenda is consulted to the realization of the surgical procedure. Moreover, it is necessary to consider the need to change the surgical techniques, as the surgeon's conduct. It is possible to exist a uniform thought in the sense of adorning the surgical procedure. In that way, we must recognize the viral infection precociously, hence or after the surgery. Diverse studies related to preventive measures for procedures are minimally invasive. Has been described, realizing the power of dissemination by the aerosol generated in the surgical procedures and in the use of energy instruments. The present article aimed to present to the colorectal surgeon the recommendations for both patients and surgical procedures to prevent dissemination of the infection, and to plan the surgical procedure with more security in the terms of the surgical procedure and the aspects of the specific technical.

© 2020 Sociedade Brasileira de Coloproctologia. Published by Elsevier Editora Ltda. Esta é um artigo Open Access sob uma licença CC BY-NC-ND (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

Introduction

In humans, coronaviruses (from the RNA family) cause respiratory infections, such as influenza or severe syndromes (MERS, Middle East Respiratory Syndrome; SARS, Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome). Since its appearance in China, in December of last year, the infection caused by the new coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2 (known as COVID-19), has spread rapidly and was declared a pandemic by the World Health Organization (WHO) in March of this year.1

The disease spreads from person-to-person through droplets from the nose or mouth through speech, coughing or sneezing, or when people come into contact with contaminated objects and puts their hands on their eyes, nose or mouth. Other forms of transmission are being studied. Once infected, the average incubation period is 5.2 days (2–14 days), and the individual may remain asymptomatic or develop flu-like, general symptoms (weakness and body pain), digestive and other symptoms. While the vast majority recover without difficulties, around 1/6 of the patients can have the severe form of the disease, especially elderly individuals or those with comorbidities.3

It is currently known that, in addition to the profound pulmonary effects, there are digestive, neurological, renal and other alterations associated with the viremia. More than the infection itself, the health system is deeply affected, and the economic consequences are estimated to be devastating in the short term.4

In Brazil, the pandemic reached numbers compatible with our large population, making it one of the five countries with the highest number of diagnosed cases. During the course of the pandemic and soon after it has waned down, it is expected that practical activities will be routinely reestablished in all specialties. Consequently, several medical Collegiates have been concerned about discussing general recommendations for daily practice, even if it is based on the small number of published studies with a low level of scientific evidence. This attitude arises from the specialists’ need to feel minimally safe and instructed to develop their activities.3–8

Therefore, colorectal surgeons need to adapt their practical activities to the new reality, considering the concerns related to the possibility of fecal transmission of the virus.9 In view of the several anticipated and expected changes in patient care, this report aimed to discuss the several recommendations published so far in our specialty.

Suggested adaptations in outpatient care

Many publications have suggested that when making an appointment, the patient should be asked about symptoms and contacts with possible carriers. When there is any cause for suspicion, the appointment should be postponed or carried out by telemedicine, reducing the risk of cross-infection. Patients should be advised to come without companions, if possible, and appointments should be scheduled at longer intervals, to avoid contact with many people. Alcohol gel must be made available in the environment, which must be regularly ventilated and cleaned.

The contact with patients should be made with the use of gloves, and both the doctor and the patient should wear a mask in view of the possibility of occupational exposure and cross-infection even by asymptomatic carriers.4,6,7 In spite of the criticisms, the use of telemedicine has received support due to the fact that it minimizes the risk of contact and exposure of the patient.

The Gastrointestinal Tract (GIT) is another target of SARS-CoV-2, a fact recognized by digestive symptoms and the presence of the virus in the stool. This is probably due to the high expression of ACE2 (angiotensin-converting enzyme) receptors by enterocytes, also present in the type II alveolar epithelium.10

Symptoms in the high and low GIT are common, although diagnosed later, with watery diarrhea being the most frequent one (20%), even in the absence of cough, shortness of breath,
sore throat or fever. Diarrhea can occur before or after the respiratory symptoms, especially among women, and lasts an average of 5 days (1–14). Other complaints are nausea, vomiting and abdominal pain. The presence of GIT symptoms increases the chance of testing positive for COVID-19 and the disease duration.\textsuperscript{11}

As much as possible, we must differentiate between uninfected, potentially infected individuals and sick patients, aiming to differentiate treatment strategies. In COVID+ patients, the treatment of respiratory symptoms must precede the oncological therapy (except in emergencies). Patients with suspected disease must be observed and kept in isolation. The management of non-infected individuals must include protection for the team, considering the incubation period of the disease. Thus, the preoperative screening process is essential to avoid nosocomial infection and to reduce individual risks.

**Should elective surgeries be delayed?**

While there is an increasing number of new cases and deaths, there is a recommendation to delay elective surgeries (including selected cancer cases) in order to provide medical resources and beds (including ICUs), increase the hospital areas that can be used, concentrate hospital activities for emergency care and, mainly, reduce the chances of cross-infection of doctors, patients and visitors.\textsuperscript{5}

The big question of the moment is: when to operate or when to delay? If the doctor and patient decide to have an elective procedure, an analysis should be made about the risk of acquiring an infection during the hospitalization period, whether an eventual COVID-19 infection might have an impact on the postoperative evolution and the consequences of longer hospital length of stay (contracting a secondary infection, isolation from the family, etc.). Likewise, we should discuss the best time to reschedule the procedure and the possibility of disease worsening due to this rescheduling. A multicenter study carried out in patients from 235 hospitals showed that pulmonary complications develop in 50% of those with perioperative infection, leading to significant mortality.\textsuperscript{12}

Depending on hospital conditions, the treatment of perianal abscesses, selected cases of hemorrhoidal thrombosis, infected pilonidal cyst and anal fissure associated with a lot of pain are procedures that can be considered without great risks. An alternative is to perform outpatient surgery under local anesthesia.\textsuperscript{13} In any case, RT-PCR swab tests should always be performed. In suspected patients, utmost care should be taken when handling stool in the rectal ampoule. The use of N95 masks and devices to evacuate smoke in all anorectal procedures are recommended.\textsuperscript{14} Some professionals request a chest computed tomography 24–48 h prior to larger procedures.\textsuperscript{15}

**General recommendations and care measures during surgical procedures**

Any procedure performed on a COVID-19-positive or suspected patient must be performed in a specific room. Appropriate PPE (N95 masks, caps, gloves, facial protection, eyewear) must be used by the team, who must be trained to remove it at the end of the surgery.

To operate on COVID+ or suspected patients, it is recommended that patients have an exclusive access to enter and leave the operating room. A minimum number of people in the operating room is recommended, and orotracheal intubation and extubation should be performed by the anesthetist without the presence of the surgical team in the operating room, preferably under negative pressure.

The indication of negative pressure is based on a history of infection by other pathogens, allowing the air flow to enter the room, but not its escape into neighboring areas.\textsuperscript{7}

Regarding the energy units, the use of monopolar scalpels, ultrasonic dissectors and advanced bipolar devices should be minimized, in addition to using the lowest possible power for the desirable effect, aiming to reduce the occurrence of particle aerosolization. The use of monopolar diathermy pens, along with smoke evacuation, can be helpful to prevent inhaling by the team members and assistance.\textsuperscript{6}

**Open, laparoscopic or robotic abdominal operations**

In a Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS), there is a potential risk of aerosol dispersion along with viral particles, which is why there is controversy about using this access route in patients who may be infected. However, the detection of the virus in the peritoneal fluid in a COVID+ patient highlights the need for protection also in open surgeries.\textsuperscript{16} The decision regarding surgical access will then depend on the availability of MIS equipment and the detection of COVID-19 in a given patient. While closed procedures are safer, open ones can disseminate fluids and smoke more easily. Nevertheless, some believe that it is necessary to avoid laparoscopies due to the risk of viral spread during pneumoperitoneum. As this chance has not been well evaluated, the initial recommendations for abandoning MIS procedures quickly lost strength.\textsuperscript{6}

It has been recognized that the benefits provided by MIS (shorter hospital stay, reduced complications, less contact with abdominal organs) are very useful in patients with possible respiratory function impairment, if they become infected. On the other hand, the release of aerosols during or after the end of the surgery can contaminate the environment. Even during a laparotomy, care must be taken to completely evacuate all smoke resulting from the use of diathermy/electrocautery, including the use of rooms with negative pressure.\textsuperscript{5}

Generically, the main recommendations and care defended so far are listed here:

- Provide informed consent on the risk of exposure to the virus and its consequences.
- Adopt protective measures in open, laparoscopic or robotic procedures.
- Create pneumoperitoneum using the closed technique with Veress needle.
- Make tight incisions for portal introduction, to avoid the inadvertent passage of gases through the wall.
- Maintain minimum inflation pressure during the procedure, which allows the creation of sufficient operating field (8–12 mmHg).
- The MIS procedure must use devices to evacuate and filter the released CO₂ that may contain aerosol particles (AirSeal iF5® System or LaparoshieldTM Laparoscopic Smoke Filtration System).

Before making the assistance incision (to remove the specimen), before a surgical conversion or before removing the trocars at the end of the surgery, the pneumoperitoneum must be emptied by a filtration system, to avoid leaks. The trocar orifice must be connected to the negative pressure suction with a water seal.

As the virus can be present in gastrointestinal cells (saliva, intestinal contents, blood), endoscopic procedures must be considered high risk and the same energy precautions must be adopted.

Procedures that require additional CO₂ insufflation (endoscopic mucosal resection and endoluminal procedures) should be indicated according to strict criteria and maximum care until the viral aerosolization properties are better known.

It is recommended to use negative pressure also in endoscopic rooms. Endoscopies should not be performed in the medical office due to the risk of contamination of the environment and the need for special protective materials, and the cleaning of surgical or endoscopic material used in a positive or suspected patient should be done separately from others.
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